
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Web Developer Intern, Vips Delhi
•Web Redesign & Development:

•Revamped the website using React and Firebase, making it 
more user-friendly.

11/2022 – present

•It boosted user engagement by a good 25%.
•Also, create new websites like podcasts and blogs.

•Domain Management:
•Handled the registration and renewal of crucial domains, 
securing a valuable .edu domain.
•Created and maintenance of more than 10 strategic 
subdomains.

•Search Optimization & Website Maintenance:
•Improved our website's search results, bringing in 30% more 
people from online searches. Regular updates made the site 
15% faster and better overall.

•Technical Training & Collaborative Work:
•Helped the team get better at using new tech by organizing 
training of 1 months. This made the team more skilled.
•Worked closely with different teams, using better methods 
that made projects finish 10% faster.

Software Developer Engineer Intern, Requestly
•Management & Redesign of Requestly's main website for an 
improved user experience.
•App Changes

05/2023 – 10/2023

•Implemented some updates to Requestly's app.
•Resolved Several Bugs 

•Identified and addressed various  bugs to enhance  user 
experience.

•Documentation Website
•Created and maintained a user-friendly documentation 
website for product information.
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SKILLS

Next.js React.js (Redux) Javascript Python Typescript

Flask Go Graphql MongoDb Astro NodeJS (Express)

Firebase

PROJECTS

Vips Website, College Website
Revamped the website to make it more user-friendly using React and Firebase, and it 
got people more interested — engagement went up by a good 25%. I also handled the 
important stuff like getting a special .edu domain and keeping everything organized with 
more than 10 subdomains. On top of that, I made sure our site shows up more in online 
searches, bringing in 30% more visitors.

CloudBox, Web-based Storage Solution
Web-based storage solution for all your images, files, and documents. Easily keep 
everything in one place and share them with friends using expirable links. Enjoy 
effortless data management with Cloud Box!

Hack-VSIT, Hackathon Website
Developed an interactive website for a hackathon. The platform provides a user-friendly 
interface for project submissions and event updates. Designed to enhance the hackathon 
experience.

Vips Rhythm, Podcast Website
Designed and developed the official podcast website for our college, creating a virtual 
space where students, faculty, and listeners can explore, engage, and enjoy a variety of 
podcasts. The website offers a user-friendly interface for easy navigation, showcasing 
episodes, special features, and relevant information

Portfolio, Personal Portfolio
I made a website to show off my skills and projects. It's like an online resume where you 
can easily check out what I've done and what I'm good at. Take a look around to see the 
cool stuff I've worked on!

Overlow, Blog website
Built a website where you can create and read blogs easily. Whether you're a writer 
sharing your thoughts or a reader looking for interesting content, this platform makes it 
simple and fun. Enjoy a user-friendly experience where you can write and explore blogs 
hassle-free!
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EDUCATION

BCA, Vivekananda Institute Of Professional Studies Bachelor In 
Computer Application from GGSIPU

2021 – present
Delhi, India

CERTIFICATES

React

Problem Solving

JavaScript

Python

SQL
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